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SPAIZLAB-3 LOg- E ACCELE_O_TER I_T_ _ T_
FLUID EXPEED_IITS STSIEM (FES)
C,az7 L-_Ntt, IMP, Inc.
ABSTRACT
The .FES flown aboard SL-3 contained a "Miniature Electro-
static Accelerometer" (MESA). Thls accelerometer was pur-
chased from Bell Aerospace, Textron and had three renKe (auto
switching), bidirectional, three orthogonal axis capability.
BGB, Inc. is in the process of exm_r_ng the total mission
data from this instrument. From these data, areas of interest
are identified and related back to mission events. The basic
format of the data for the total mission is RMS, with two (2)
hours per plot.
My talk today is about a I_ogrm where we are primarily looking
into the accelerometer data that came from Dr. Lal's IrES Experiment. We
have titled the study very appropriately "The Spacelab 3 Low-g Acceler-
ometer Data from the FES" as shown in Figure 1.
We looked at the data and know that many people, especially
here, have a use for grav_tatlonal data from Spacelab 1, 2, and 3, what-
ever it might be, because it may help them reduce their own data.
Another experiment that I know can use this klnd of data is the Geophy-
sical Fluid Flow Cell. We are just getting into this program, so I'm
not going to give you say startling conclusions, but we are going to
show you the track that we are taking. The first thing that we wanted
to do was to provide a total mission format that the basic user could
compare _rlth his own experiment data. Our data might help him select
areas of special interest in his own data. The first of our overall
objectives is to take this whole mission data, find a format that is of
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general use and make it available to the user. Then when you get into
the data reduction, you want to correlate the data with basic mission
events. One of the best jobs that I've seen done on that was in the
earlier presentation by Dr. Hanacher. l_is talk was very informative,
but we are taking the opposite approach, we are looking at the g-data
and going back and identifying things that might cause it. Since we are
working very closely with Dr. Lal on his FES results, we want to overlap
some of the things that would be of interest to him, especially the
holograms you saw in an earlier presentation.
The FES was located radially, slightly more than a meter off the
center of gravity of the orbiter. The FES accelerometer orientation is
shown in Figure 2. You must decide which set of coordinates you want to
use. This set actually is in terms of the structure of the orbiter
where the X axis is measured toward the tall or away from the cabin. If
you think in terms of dynamic coordinates, you must turn those coordi-
nates around and the plus X axis is toward the cabin. Figure 2 depicts
that the accelerometer umfort_mately could not be mounted with its X, Y,
Z axes totally aligned with the Shuttle's X, Y, Z axes. We are off from
the positive Y axis and the XZ plane is rotated in the structural coor-
dinate system 112.5 degrees, or if you want to think in terms of the
dynamic axis, it's off by the complement of that, or 67.5 degrees. The
Y-axis is in plane and the XZ plane is rotated.
Some basic background information on the accelerometer that was
used is shown in Figure 3. It was a miniature electrostatic accelerom-
eter and had automatic switching with three ranges. The three ranges
were 127 micro-g, 1.27 milli-g, and 12.7 milli-g. The really important
information shown is the measurement rate of about 300 semples/second.
I think Roger Chassay said that sample rate would produce 150 million
pieces of data. That is factor of about 100 too many when you start
looking at the data. There was a force rebalance loop (Figure 4) on the
X and Y axis, and Z was very similar. You had an ac pickoff and the dc
forcing function.
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There are some terms (Figure 5) that I want to define before
showin E our data reduction results. We have tried to format the data to
meet that first objective where people look at it and identify those
areas of interest to themselves. We ended up integrating over a 10-
second period of time. That meant that we were integrating about 3,000
points for each point that we plot. We define that time interval as
delta HST. This is the format that the Computation Lab at Marshall
gives us the data. We plotted our data as an RMS, or a standard devia-
tion plot with a delta HST of i0 seconds. We defined a crest factor
which is the peak value within that 10-second period divided by the RMS.
All of these are designed to smooth the data because with 300 points per
second, your data looks very rough and I will discuss that later. We
define power spectral density as a plot of the power input versus the
frequency.
One of the things that we have done so far is to look at the
real effect of the RCS engines. In the upper right corner of Figure 6
we selected six typical engines that we would try to track to see their
effects. We would look at the time they were moderately active and when
very active. The F location, as seen in the upper left corner, is in
the forward module, the 5 means that it was through that manifold num-
ber, and in the upper center is a definition of what A, F, L, R, U, and
D mean in terms of thruster plume direction. The box in the right
center shows the direction of thruster plume which causes a movement in
the opposite direction. The dynamic body coordinates are shown in the
lower right-hand box, and the structural coordinates are shown at the
lower left, where poxitive X goes from the cabin back, if you are look-
ing for a station location.
The typical raw data we started out with is shown in Figure 7
and, as you can see, we had to do something with the data. There was
something in the hardware/sof_are cycle that drove us over scale at a
very regular period of time. I had a discourse on this from our soft-
ware people from the Computation Lab, and their first recommendation was
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to throw out every thing that is over scale -- something about a bit-
flipping and then it would drive the reading over scale, and then come
back and give an accurate reading. What we are really doing is peaking
out and this is really not good data. Often, you could be throwing away
a piece of data, but when you are trying to look at so much data, you
may have to throw away a piece or two of good data in your data reduc-
ti on.
QUESTION :
ANSWER:
Can you say that is data, or is it electronic noise?
It was described to me as not necessarily noise but a charac-
teristic of the software in the reduction cycle. Some of it could be
noise and some of it could be real data. What I'm trying to explain to
you is what we settled on as a data reduction method and format.
A part of the RNS time history in the same timeframe is shown in
Figure 8. This is just slightly over one hour of data, and we used a 5-
second integration time. We did identify that the peak was a true peak.
In Figure 9, we were trying to plot two hours of time and make
it meaningful, so you would have only about 70 rather than 1,000 pieces
of paper to scan through the mission g-data. We used a 10-second inte-
gration time for this plot and found that the real data was retained.
We settled on this two-hour format with a 10-second integration time for
the basic mission data reduction.
I want to show a very significant event which was a roll maneu-
ver which is depicted in Figures i0 through 12. This was after the FES
experiment was over, but the optical bench w-q still on. They left the
optical bench on so we could utilize the accelerometer to ensure that we
could see an event such as a roll maneuver. If you have events spread
over a relatively large period of time, you should see it in the RMS
time history. Crest is peak value over R_ value, so if you have a peak
value for quite a period of time, the RMS value is going to equal peak
value, and you will not see a large long time period event. The crest
value is intended to bring out more isolated events. So RMS shows you
some of the long time period events, and crest value shows the isolated
11-11
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extents. You can see the roll maneuver very clearly in the R_ plot in
Figure II and if you look at the same timefrnme for the crest value in
Figure 12 you really don't see anything, so the data reduction seems to
be working.
The data shown in Figure 13 is the computer plot of the X, Y,
and Z components of the acceleration RI4S time history for the snme time-
frame. Figure 14 shows the crest factor for X, Y, and Z components for
the same timefrnme. So, this is the basic format for the presentation
of our reduced data. In Figures 10 through 14 there is a total dropout
of data that shown at about 6,400 seconds elapsed time. This is not
considered significant but is mentioned to aid in understanding the data
presentation.
To improve the usefulness of the data, we overlay the times when
the reaction control system was either moderately active or very active
as shown in Figure 15. Also included is a time overlay of the experi-
ment operating modes. This is what we did for the FES experiment. Mode
ten was when the cap was being removed from the crystal and mode eleven
was when the crystal growing process was initiated. Until you overlay
this RCS information for the whole mission the principal investigator
does not have a complete story. I think when Dr. Lal saw this data he
was quite interested to see that there was quite a bit of RCS activity
at that particular time.
A plot of the crest value, Figure 16, for the snme timefrnme,
doesn't show signifiant events because we were seeing broadband, lone-
term events. The format of the RCS data we will provide to users is
shown in Figures 17 through 22. The thruster locatlon is shown at the
top center of each figure as FSL, FSR, etc., and represents locations as
defined in Figure 6. There is a figure for each of six thruster loca-
tions, 2 forward, 2 aft rlght, and 2 aft left. The timeframe is the
same for each figure; it starts at a G_T of 121:12 and is two hours
long. Referring to the timeframe in Figure 16 this was the transition
of the FES experiment from mode ten to mode eleven. There was signifl-
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cant activity during that timefr_me, and I think these six figures show
the source. Of the six RCS firings we picked there was only one that
was not very active during this time period. You can correlate these
RCS firings with the periods identified as a very active RCS time and as
a moderately active time in Figure 16. When you look at the g effects,
it becomes really important, not only that these lines are fairly close
together, but when you get a broad line it means that particular RCS
engine is firing'very rapidly. It only fires for about 80 milli sec-
onds, I believe, but it is firing very rapidly to try to maintain its
proper attitude.
Another area where we identified very pronounced activity is
shown in Figures 23 and 24. I can not say that wae definitely an RCS
engine but it sure looks llke it. If we look at the crest value, again
the disturbance doesn't show up. The set of thruster firings are shown
again for the six locations (Figures 25 through 30). If you look at the
first firing it was relatively benign at the time of the pronounced
disturbance in Figure 23. Looking at the other five examples (Figures
26 through 30) of the RCS engines, two in the front, two in the aft
left, two in the aft right, we see fairly active firing during the
period of interest. Other activities may have supplemented the disturb-
auces in X, Y, and Z, but the RCS firings seem to fit the timeframe of
interest. This was at a relatively critical stage in the FES crystal
growth process. I have not yet superimposed any of the substeps within
mode eleven, but that particular timefreme was a fairly critical period.
I think Hans Hsmacher mentioned in his talk that not every time
that the RCS's are firing is there a bad environment on the Shuttle or
Space Station, or in this case, the Spacelab. Well here is another
event that I thought had a relatively significant effect (Figure 31).
Figure 32 is a good example of the crest factor and how it does not show
you the broad events. There are some definite events shown in the crest
factor after the RMS has levelled off and I do believe that these are
definite events that are happening throughout the mission. It could be
some of the treadmill e_mnts that have been identified earlier. Some of
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our next steps will be to try to identify the most interesting areas,
especially for the FES. You see in Figure 32 the crest is about two and
a half. The crest factor is unitless. You are really looking at a
relative effect, like there is some meaning between one peak and the
size of another peak, but it has no meaning in absolute terms.
There was something going on in a 12-hour cycle. It may be just
happenstance, but a disturbance we looked at was at exactly 122:2 and
another was at 122:14 reference time. We looked ahead at the 123:2 time
frame and there was another peak. At later mission times, the disturb-
ance disappeared from the 12-hour cycle. So there were three cycles of
twelve hours where something interesting was going on.
During some time periods the RCS thrusters were very active
(Figures 33 and 34) and we had a pretty benign type of atmosphere, as
far as g-level is concerned. It is like Hans Hamacher said, sometimes
you are going to see some of these effects and sometimes you are not. I
don't understand it, but we intend to look at this much closer than we
have so far. Another interesting event is shown in Figure 35. This is
raw data spread over a 10-second time period. So raw data can be very
useful too. It doesn't look quite as bad as when we plotted it in a
two-hour timeframe. I wanted to point out that this type of event is
something that Rudy Ruff has been looking into more than we have. But
this agrees with some other things that were said today and this type of
event seems to be very prevalent. Figure 36 is a PSD plot, or spectrum
level, and you can see that 17-Hz factor that has been discussed. The
dominant frequency is shown at 17.1 Hz. Somebody was talking about 17.4
Hz being a fan of some kind, but we see the 17 Hz very predominantly
throughout the whole mission. Figure 37 shows a tlmeframe about 40
seconds downstream where we saw another event that appears to be a real
event. We did a power spectrum on it (Figure 38), and that peak had
shifted by a factor of two, up to about 34 Ez, and the 17 14z is not
showing up at all. So there may have been something cutting in or out
or it could be a node that we are seeing. We feel that the recurring 17
11z disturbance is definitely worth looking into further.
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One of the most interesting things to Dr. Lal is to review the
holograms, select the interesting areas, expand those areas 9 and relate
the data back to the asye_etry that they see in some of their holograms.
We can not do that right now. The FES experiment people have started
reducing their data from cell three first, because of some interesting
things on that crystal. We have started from the beginning of the mis-
sion. So we will be able to do that later and we will be comparing some
of our data to their data.
Question: In your time history plot, and also in the power spectral
density, you seem to have background when you don't see the events.
Are they seismic or is it electronics noise, and what is the level of
that?
Armett.. Well the levels were all indicated on the RMS charts. We are
seeing an awful lot of things that are coming up and giving a two-
milli g disturbance, two to five, two to seven. In that basic range
we are seeing a lot of disturbances.
Question: The background that you see is about 2 milll-g's?
Arnett: No, I thought that you were talking about events that we could
really pull out.
Question: Not events, away from events, what is the background? Is it
electronics noise?
Armpit." The background is down pretty low. I guess I really haven't
tried to look at exactly what our background .is. I guess what you
are identifying as the background has been running around 10 -3 .
_atlon: Eliminating these events, what would be the background noise
level? If you can eliminate those events, what would be the back-
ground noise level?
Arnett: What is this g level here? It's running at somewhere around
1.5 times 10-4 up to the 10-3 range, just about exactly where the
other people have been finding it to lie, and I think if you went
back to one of the other viewgraphs you could see that a little bit
better. I can show you after the talk if you would like.
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